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ABSTRACT Existing text sentiment analysis methods mostly rely on a large number of language
knowledge and sentiment resources. This paper proposes the Multi-channel convolution and bidirectional
GRU multi-head attention capsule (AT-MC-BiGRU-Capsule), which uses vector neurons to replace scalar
neurons to model text emotions, and uses capsules to characterize text emotions. In addition, traditional
methods cannot extract the multi-level features of text sequence well. Multi-head attention can encode the
dependencies between words, capture sentiment words in text, and using Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) and Bidirectional gated recurrent unit network (Bi-GRU) to extract local features and global semantic
features of text respectively, the global average pooling layer is introduced to obtain the multi-level feature
representation of the text sequence more comprehensively. This paper selects three English datasets and one
Chinese dataset in the general corpus of sentiment classification to conduct experiments, and achieves better
results than other baseline models.

INDEX TERMS Text sentiment analysis, multi-head attention, convolutional neural network, bidirectional
gated recurrent unit networks, sentiment capsule.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the Internet has evolved from a static one-way
information carrier to a dynamic interactive media, in which
more and more users publish news or product reviews to
express their opinions. The use of sentiment analysis technol-
ogy to analyze these massive interactive information can find
the user’s emotional and psychological footprints, thereby
helping research institutions to grasp the dynamics of social
emotions [1]. Text sentiment analysis refers to the analysis,
processing, summarizing and judging the sentiment tendency
of subjective text information with emotional color [2], and
efficient and rapid analysis of these subjective sentimental
ideas and opinions is the current hot spot research direction.
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Traditional text sentiment analysis methods mainly include
sentiment dictionary-based methods and machine learning
methods. Although these methods perform well in classifi-
cation accuracy, they still face many difficulties. Based on
the sentiment dictionary method, the sentiment dictionary is
used as the main basis for judging the emotional polarity
of comments [3]. It relies on a large number of manual
interventions, such as building a dictionary and formulating
judgment rules. It is difficult to deal with the emergence
of new and unknown words, and it has domain-dependent
Question [1]. The machine learning method ignores the
order of words in the sentence and cannot distinguish the
semantics of the sentence, it leads to the problem of senti-
ment classification error [4]. For example, the bag of words
model [5](BOW), which is more common in machine learn-
ing methods. The BOW model represents text as a collection
of words, but the collection ignores the grammar and the
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order in which the words appear in the sentence, resulting
in the model cannot capture information between words and
context.

In recent years, the application of deep learning technology
to the field of natural language processing (NLP) has become
the mainstream of the industry. Compared with traditional
methods, both CNN and RNN show superiority in sentiment
classification tasks. Focus on the problem that a large amount
of emotional information is not fully utilized, more and more
researchers [6]–[11] integrate language knowledge and emo-
tional information into the model. Chen et al. [6] combined
word emotion sequence features with convolutional neural
networks to improve classification accuracy. Liu et al. [7]
proposed a convolutional neural network model that com-
bines word-level and sentence-level vectors. Although these
neural network models have achieved great success, it is
difficult to extract multi-level and more comprehensive text
emotional features, and they rely heavily on text informa-
tion and emotional resources. Language knowledge [11]
(emotional dictionary, negative words, Degree adverbs) are
integrated into the model to achieve the best potential for pre-
diction accuracy [12]. With the emergence of capsules [13],
Wang et al. [12] first tried to perform sentiment analysis
through capsules. This model does not require any support of
language knowledge and has higher classification accuracy
than the baseline model that integrates emotional informa-
tion. Capsules are a set of neural units with rich meaning [13].
Capsules as vector neurons replace the scalar neuron nodes
in traditional neural networks, change the structure of tra-
ditional neural network scalar and scalar connection, and
reduce the loss of information. In the field of image clas-
sification, the capsule network [14] has proven to be effec-
tive in understanding the spatial relationships in high-level
data by using the entire vector of instantiation parameters.
Kim et al. [15] and Zhao et al. [16] have applied capsule
networks to text classification tasks and confirmed that cap-
sule networks also have advantages in this field. However,
the capsule network cannot selectively focus on emotional
words in the text, and cannot encode long-distance depen-
dencies, which has great limitations in recognizing texts
with semantic transitions [17]. The attention mechanism can
achieve selective focus on important information. Zhao and
Wu [18] proposed an ATT-CNN model combining attention
mechanism and CNN to effectively identify the importance of
words in a sentence. Vaswani et al. [19] proposed multi-head
attention mechanism adopted in the transformer translation
model allows the model to obtain more levels of informa-
tion in sentences from different spaces and improve the fea-
ture expression ability of the model. This paper adopts the
deep learning method, based on the capsule model of litera-
ture [12], and proposes a multi-head attention capsule model
that combines convolutional neural network and bidirectional
gated recurrent unit (Bi-GRU) to solve the problem of text
sentiment analysis. The model uses multi-head attention to
capture emotional words in the text, uses convolutional neural
networks with different window size convolution kernels and

Bi-GRU for text emotional feature collection, integrates the
local semantic features and the global semantic features, and
the attention mechanism is combined to construct an emotion
capsule for each emotion category, and the text emotion cate-
gory is judged according to the capsule attributes. In addition,
this paper introduces a global average pooling layer [20]
(global average pooling) in the feature fusion stage, which
fully integrates multi-level semantic information to obtain the
feature representation of text instances while avoiding model
overfitting.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) Multi-head attention capsule model combining con-

volutional neural network and bidirectional GRU network
is proposed to be applied to text sentiment analysis tasks.
This model combines the attention mechanism to construct
sentiment capsules for each sentiment category, and uses vec-
tor neurons (capsules) to perform text sentiment information
Feature representation enhances model generalization ability
and improves model robustness. Compared with models that
need to incorporate language knowledge and emotional infor-
mation, this model is more concise and has higher classifica-
tion accuracy.

(2) The model integrates the advantages of local feature
extraction of convolutional neural networks and the charac-
teristics of Bi-GRU considering contextual semantics, which
effectively improves the classification performance of the
model.

(3) Multi-head attention is introduced into the model to
capture emotional words in the text, encode the dependence
between words, and improve the feature expression ability of
the model.

II. RELATED WORK
Early sentiment classification tasks were mainly based on
the formulation of manual rules. With the development of
deep learning technology, methods based on neural networks
have gradually become mainstream. On this basis, many
researchers have applied language knowledge [6]–[11] to
sentiment classification tasks to achieve better performance.

As a relatively simple method of emotion classification,
the sentiment dictionary first annotates the sentiment orien-
tation of words or phrases, and then summarizes the sentiment
intensity of each word or phrase to obtain the sentiment
orientation of the entire text. However, it is difficult to obtain
resources for sentiment dictionaries, and there is no public
sentiment dictionary currently available [1], and with the
development of the times, it is difficult to deal with the
emergence of newwords and the flexibility is not high. Tradi-
tional machine learning methods include maximum entropy,
decision tree, support vector machine (SVM) [21] and so
on. These methods do not need to build a dictionary, but
automatically learn language knowledge from the labeled
data to construct feature templates for emotion recognition.
However, the feature extraction process not only has the prob-
lem of data sparseness and dimensional explosion, but as the
amount of data increases, it handles massive amounts of data.
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The data process will be time consuming and laborious [22].
However, no matter which of the above methods, a lot of
manual intervention is required, and it is heavily dependent
on the example representation of the text.

In recent years, more and more researchers have used deep
neural networks to study sentiment classification tasks. Com-
pared with traditional machine learning methods that rely on
a large number of feature engineering, convolutional neural
networks have a key advantage. They can automatically
perform the emotional feature generation stage and learn
more general representations, so that the method has better
applications in various fields. Kim [23] first applied CNN
to a text classification task. After each convolution, a max-
pooling layer was connected to extract the most represen-
tative features of the sentence, and the emotion polarity was
judged after inputting the fully connected layer. On this basis,
Zhang et al. [24] proposed a convolutional neural network
model based on letter-level features, using 6 convolutional
layers and 3 fully connected layers to process large-scale text
classification data sets, and achieved good results. Due to
the different semantic segmentation methods in Chinese and
English, many existing methods cannot be directly applied
to the task of Chinese text classification. Xiao et al. [4]
proposed a Chinese sentiment classification model based on
the convolution control module CCB. The accuracy on the
hotel review data set can be Up to 92.58%. Cheng et al. [25]
considered the importance of the hierarchical structure of
the text to determine the emotional orientation, based on the
advantages of CNN and the hierarchical attention network to
build a deep learningmodel C-HAN, and proved the character
level features in chinese text classification effect is better than
the word level. However, the drawback of the CNN model is
that it can only mine the local information of the text, while
the RNN introduces a memory unit to make the network
have a certain memory ability, and can more consider the
long-distance dependence between texts. However, during the
training process, problems such as too long training time,
gradient disappearance and gradient dispersion will occur,
which will affect the experimental effect. Long short-term
memory (LSTM) introduces a gate mechanism on the basis
of traditional RNN, which better overcomes the drawbacks of
RNN. Socher et al. [26], [27] used a tree-structured LSTM
network to improve semantic representation. The memory
unit can save the connection between instances, thereby
capturing the relationship between words. The LSTM model
is suitable for dealing with sentiment analysis problems, but
it is still a time learning method, it is difficult to train in
parallel, and it takes a lot of time to apply to large-scale text
data sets. Cho et al. [28] proposed the GRU unit, which has
fewer parameters than the LSTM model, faster training, and
can capture global semantic features. In order to combine
the respective advantages of convolutional neural networks
and recurrent neural networks, Zhang et al. [29] proposed
a CNN-LSTM model for predicting the emotional strength
of Twitter text. Yuan et al. [30] proposed multi-channel con-
volution and bidirectional GRU with attention mechanism

model. the Hybrid CNN-LSTM model proposed by
Rehman et al. [31] achieved the best performance on IMDB
and Amazon movie review datasets. This paper combines the
advantages of CNN to capture local features and bidirectional
GRU to extract global semantic features, which is more
conducive to the model’s more level andmore comprehensive
acquisition of emotional features in the text.

Deep learning methods have achieved great success in
text classification tasks. At the same time, language knowl-
edge is increasingly valued by researchers. They integrate
language knowledge into neural networks to achieve the
best performance of the model. Common language knowl-
edge includes emotional dictionaries, negative words and
degree adverbs [11]. Qian et al. [8] introduced linguistic
knowledge into the LSTM model through the loss function,
and effectively used emotional resources such as emotional
dictionaries. Teng et al. [9] proposed a method based on
context-sensitive dictionary when using sentiment dictionar-
ies in existingmethods that do not consider contextual seman-
tic information. This method uses recurrent neural networks
to learn the sentiment intensity of sentences and obtains
the best results in Twitter corpus classification experiments.
effect. Chen et al. [10] combined different feature informa-
tion in sentiment analysis tasks with convolutional neural
networks, which effectively improved the accuracy of senti-
ment classification. Li et al. [11] modeled language knowl-
edge and emotional resources in sentiment analysis tasks
and achieved better performance than traditional classifiers.
However, linguistic knowledge requires manual intervention,
and the emotional dictionary is domain-dependent, which
limits the integration of linguistic knowledge into neural
network models. In 2011, Hinton et al. [13] proposed the
concept of capsules, using capsules to replace scalar neural
units in convolutional neural networks. In 2018, Wang et al.
combined RNN and capsule network for sentiment analysis.
The capsule model has strong sentiment modeling capabil-
ities and can output text sentiment tendencies without any
language knowledge [32]. Zhao et al. [16] applied the capsule
network to text classification for the first time, and the clas-
sification performance on multiple data sets surpassed CNN
and RNN. All in all, using capsules for feature representation
reduces information loss and retains more textual emotional
information. The attention mechanism optimizes the model
and makes more accurate judgments by assigning different
weights to different concerned parts of themodel, and extract-
ing more important and key information from it [33]. The
self-attention proposed by Lin et al. [34] can extract key
information in sentences. Bahdanauet al. [35] proposed a
capsule network model based on multi-head attention, which
proved the value and feasibility of introducing attention into
the capsule network. The model in this paper does not need to
incorporate complex language knowledge, uses multi-headed
attention to capture text emotional words, encodes word
dependence, integrates the advantages of the two models of
CNN andBi-GRUnetwork, and extracts the twomodels sepa-
rately in the form of multiple channels. The local text features
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FIGURE 1. Multi-head attention capsule model of text sentiment analysis combining convolutional
neural network and bidirectional GRU.

and global semantic features are combined with input to the
global average pooling layer to fuse features while avoiding
over-fitting. Finally, the attention mechanism is combined to
construct emotional capsules, and the prediction results are
obtained according to the capsule attributes.

III. MODEL FRAMEWORKS
The model framework of AT-MC-BiGRU-Capsule is shown
in Figure 1. The model proposed in this paper includes the
following four parts: attention layer, feature extraction layer,
feature fusion layer and emotional capsule construction layer.

(1) Attention layer: This layer is composed of a multi-head
attention mechanism, which captures emotional words in the
text, encodes the dependencies between words, and forms a
text feature representation.

(2) Feature extraction layer: input text word vectors based
onmulti-head attention output into CNN and Bi-GRU respec-
tively, where CNN uses 512 3∗300, 4∗300, 5∗300 convolution
kernels, and a step size of 1. The convolution operation is then
spliced. The purpose is to extract the N-gram features of the
words in a single sentence and input them into the next layer
of the model. Therefore, only the convolution operation is
used to obtain the local features of the text; while the Bi-GRU
model uses the forward direction GRU and reverse GRU
process text sequences and extract global semantic features.

(3) Feature fusion layer: splicing the extracted local fea-
tures and global semantic features to obtain the feature vector
H as the input of the emotion capsule, and use the global aver-
age pooling layer to pool the vector H to obtain the instance
feature representation Vs of the text for the calculation of the
loss function.

(4) Emotional capsule construction layer: the number of
emotion capsules is consistent with the emotion category.
For example, two capsules respectively correspond to positive
emotion and negative emotion. Each emotion category is also
called the attribute of the capsule. Input the feature vector H
spliced in the previous step into the emotion capsule, combine
the attention mechanism to calculate the capsule activation
probability Pi and reconstruct the feature representation rs,i.
If the activation probability of a capsule is the largest among
all capsules, the capsule is considered to be activated, other-
wise it is inactive. The attribute corresponding to the activated
state capsule is the emotion category of the input text as the
output of the model.

A. ATTENTION LAYER
The attention mechanism can selectively focus on the impor-
tant information of the text. This article uses multi-head
attention to capture the key information of the text sequence
from multiple subspaces, as shown in Figure 2.

For a given text S = {w1,w2, · · ·,wL} of length L, where
wi is the i-th word in the sentence S, and each word is mapped
to a D-dimensional vector, namely S ∈ RL×D.

First, the word vector matrix S is linearly transformed and
cut into three matricesQ ∈ RL×D, K ∈ RL×D, and V ∈ RL×D

with the same dimensions, and mapped to multiple different
subspaces:

[Q1, · · ·,Qh] = [QWQ1 , · · ·,QWQh ],

[K1, · · ·,Kh] = [KWK1 , · · ·,KWKh ],

[V1, · · ·,Vh] = [VWV1 , · · ·,VWVh ], (1)
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FIGURE 2. Multi-head attention.

where,Qi, Ki, and Vi are the query, key, and value matrices of
each subspace; WQi , WKi , and WVi are conversion matrices;
and h is the number of heads.
Then, calculate the attention value of each subspace in

parallel:

headi = soft max(
Qi,KT

i
√
d

)Vi (2)

where, headi is the attention value of the i-th subspace, and
√
d is to change the attention matrix into a standard normal

distribution to prevent the gradient from disappearing in the
back propagation process.

Then the attention value of each subspace is spliced and
linearly transformed:

Multi_head = concat(head1, · · ·, headh)WM (3)

where, WM is the transformation matrix, Multi_head is the
attention value of the entire sentence, and concat is the splic-
ing operation.

Finally, the residual concatenation of Multi_head and S
gets the sentence matrix:

X = residual_Connect(S,Multi_head) (4)

Among them, X ∈ RL×D is the output of multi-head
attention, and residual_Connect is the residual operation.

B. TEXT FEATURE EXTRACTION COMBINING CNN AND
BI-GRU
In order to be able to extract more comprehensive text emo-
tion features, this paper combines the advantages of convo-
lutional neural network and bidirectional GRU text feature
extraction to model text emotion features from local to global
levels.

1) TEXT FEATURE EXTRACTION BASED CNN
Convolutional neural networks are inspired by biological
research on biological vision mechanisms, and their pow-
erful feature learning capabilities and feature representation
capabilities are widely used in natural language processing

fields such as text classification and sentiment classification.
As shown in Figure 3, traditional CNN takes the word vector
formed by the sentence as input in the text task, and then uses
multiple convolution kernels consistent with the dimension
of the word vector to perform the convolution operation to
capture the difference between multiple consecutive words
feature.

FIGURE 3. 1-D convolution operation with kernel size 3 and stride 2.

The model in this paper selects B convolution filters to
extract local features of themulti-head attention outputmatrix
X , and obtains the featurematrix:Ci = [Ci,1,Ci,2, ···,Ci,B] ∈
R(L−k+1)×B, where Ci,B = [c1, c2, · · ·, cL−k+1] ∈ RL−k+1 is
the B-th column vector in Ci. The elements of cj in this vector
are obtained by formula (5):

cj = f (W · Xj:j+k−1 + b) (5)

where, f is the activation function relu, W ∈ Rk×D is the
convolution kernel, k is the window width, xj:j+k−1 ∈ Rk×D

is the concatenation of k word vectors in the first place, and
b is the bias term.
In order to extract the local text features of the N-gram

in the text, the feature vectors extracted by the convolution
kernels of different window sizes are spliced to form a fusion
feature sequence C = [C1,C2, · · ·,Cn],C ∈ Rl×B. Among
them, Cn ∈ R(L−kn+1)×B is a feature sequence extracted by a
convolution kernel with a window size of kn.

2) TEXT FEATURE EXTRACTION BASED BI-GRU
Unlike traditional machine learning methods that only con-
sider limited prefix vocabulary information as the condi-
tional items of the semantic model, the Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) has the ability to incorporate all the preamble
vocabulary in the language knowledge set into the model’s
consideration. However, standard RNN have the problem
of vanishing or exploding gradients. LSTM and GRU rely
on the structure of some ‘‘gates’’ to allow information to
selectively affect the state of each moment in the model to
overcome the above problems. As a variant of LSTM, GRU
replaces the forget gate and input gate in LSTM with update
gates. The description of the GRU structure is shown in
Figure 4, and the relevant calculation formulas are as shown
in equations (6) ∼ (9).

zt = σ (W zxt + U zht−1) (6)
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FIGURE 4. GRU unit structure.

rt = σ (W rxt + U rht−1) (7)

h̃t = tanh(W hxt + Uh(ht−1 � rt )) (8)

ht = (1− zt )� h̃t + zt � ht−1 (9)

where,W and U are the weight matrix of GRU, σ represents
the logical sigmoid function, � represents the element mul-
tiplication, Zt is the update gate, which controls the update
degree of the activation value of the GRU unit, and is hid-
den by the current input state and the previous layer The
state of the layers is jointly determined, rt is the reset gate,
which merges the new input information with the original
information, ht is the hidden layer, and h̃t is the candidate
hidden layer. All in all, compared with the LSTM network,
the GRU reduces the parameters and complexity of the model
and reduces a lot of experimental costs.

In the classic recurrent neural network, the state trans-
mission is one-way from front to back. However, in some
problems, the current output is not only related to the previous
state, but also related to the subsequent state. For example,
predicting the missing words in a sentence requires not only
the previous judgment, but also the content of the latter, and
the emergence of the bidirectional recurrent neural network
solves this problem. As shown in Figure 5:

FIGURE 5. Bidirectional recurrent neural network structure.

The bidirectional recurrent neural network combines two
unidirectional RNNs. At each moment, input to two RNNs in
opposite directions at the same time, and the output is jointly
determined by them, making the result more accurate. Simi-
larly, the RNN in the bidirectional recurrent neural network
is replaced with a GRU structure to form a Bi-GRU.

The model in this paper uses a Bi-GRU network to learn
global semantic information from the multi-head attention
output matrix X . The network uses two GRUs at the same
time to model emotions along the forward and backward of
the text sequence during the training process, and outputs the
hidden layer Ht . The specific calculation process is shown in
formulas(10)∼(12):

Eht =
−−→
GRU (Xt , Eht−1), t ∈ [1,L] (10)

Eht =
−−→
GRU (Xt , Eht+1), t ∈ [L, 1] (11)

Ht = [Eht , Eht ] (12)

where, h0 and hL+1 are initialized to zero vectors, Eht ∈ RL×d

is the emotional feature representation of the word vector
matrix Xt fused with the previous information,

←

h t ∈ RL×d is
the emotional feature representation of the following fusion,
and d is the GRU unit output vector dimension. Ht ∈ RL×2d

combines the two in series and fuses the contextual emotional
information as the emotional representation of the input text.

C. FEATURE FUSION
The convolutional neural network reduces the loss of infor-
mation while extracting local features of the text. The
Bi-GRU network traverses the entire text sequence to extract
global semantic features. This paper integrates the advantages
of the convolutional neural network and the bidirectional
GRU network, and uses the global average pooling method to
fuse the local features and global semantic features of the text
to obtain the text instance feature representation Vs, which
enhances the feature expression ability of the model.

During the experiment, the number B of convolution ker-
nels in the convolutional neural network and the dimension
2d of the output vector of the bidirectional GRU network are
set to the same value, and the feature vector generated by
the two networks is spliced by the method of merging and
splicing:

H = concat(C,Ht ) (13)

where, H ∈ R(l+L)×2d is the spliced vector, C =

[C1,C2, · · ·,Cn] ,C ∈ Rl×B is the output vector of CNN,
Ht = [h1, h2, · · ·, hL] ,Ht ∈ RL×2d is the output vector of
the bidirectional GRU, and concat is the splicing operation.
The global average pooling layer is used to average the

vector H to form feature points. The final feature vector
Vs ∈ R2d is composed of these feature points as the feature
representation of the text emotion instance, which avoids
over-fitting and enhances the robustness of the model. The
formula is as follows:

Vs = globalaveragepooling(H ) (14)

where, globalaveragepooling is the global average pooling
operation.

D. EMOTIONAL CAPSULE CONSTRUCTION
The structure of a single emotion capsule is shown in
Figure 6. An emotion capsule consists of a presentation
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FIGURE 6. Capsule structure diagram.

module, a probability module and a reconstruction module.
The representation module uses the attention mechanism to
construct the capsule feature representation vc,i; the proba-
bility module uses the sigmoid activation function to predict
the capsule activation probability pi; the reconstruction mod-
ule matrix multiplies Pi and vc,i to obtain the reconstructed
feature representation rs,i of the capsule.

The attention mechanism was applied in machine trans-
lation tasks as early as 2014 [35], and the representation
module combines the pooled feature vector with the attention
mechanism to construct the emotional feature representation
of the capsule. The attention mechanism can help the presen-
tation module to judge the importance of words in different
texts. For example, ‘‘spacious’’ provides positive information
in hotel review data, but the importance of appearing in
movie reviews is reduced. The main formula of the attention
mechanism is shown in (15)-(17):

ui,t = tanh(WwH + bw) (15)

αi,t =
exp(uTi,tuw)∑
t exp(u

T
i,tuw)

(16)

vc,i =
∑

t
αi,tH (17)

Among them, H is the text feature representation after
stitching, input H into the fully connected layer to get ui,t
as the implicit representation; the importance of the word is
determined by calculating the similarity between ui,t and a
randomly initialized context vector uw and using the softmax
function to return One can get the attention weight αi,t of
the words in the sentence; according to the weight matrix,
the vector H is weighted and summed to get the output
vc,i ∈ R2d of the attention mechanism; Ww and uw are
the weight matrices, and bw is the bias value, which are all
determined by the training process Learn to get vc,i. The
attention mechanism generates higher-level deep features to
obtain key semantic emotional information.

The probability module calculates the activation proba-
bility of the capsule according to the semantic feature vc,i
combined with formula (18).

Pi = σ (Wp,ivc,i + bp,i) (18)

where, Pi is the activation probability of i-th capsuleWP,i and
bP,i are the weight matrix and the bias matrix respectively,
and σ is the sigmoid activation function.

The reconstruction module multiplies the semantic feature
vc,i and the probability matrix Pi to obtain a reconstructed
semantic feature representation rs,i ∈ R2d , as shown in
formula (19):

rs,i = Pivc,i (19)

The three modules in the capsule complement each other.
Each capsule has its attribute (emotional category) corre-
sponding to the text input. Therefore, when the text emotion
matches the capsule attribute, the activation probability Pi
of this capsule should be the largest, and the reconstructed
features output rs,i by the capsule should correspond to the
collected text features Vs.

In addition, the final goal of the training in this article
is: one is to maximize the activation probability of the cap-
sule that matches the text sentiment while minimizing the
error between the reconstruction vector and the text vector;
the second is to minimize the activation probability of other
capsules while maximizing analyze the error between its
vectors. Therefore, the hinge loss function is used, as shown
in equations (20) and (21):

J (θ ) =
∑

max(0, 1+
∑N

i=1
yiPi) (20)

U (θ ) =
∑

max(0, 1+
∑N

i=1
yiHrs,i) (21)

where yi is the emotion category label corresponding to the
text. The final loss function is the sum of (20) and (21).

L(θ ) = J (θ )+ U (θ ) (22)

The algorithm learning process of the AT-MC-BiGRU-
Capsule model is summarized in Algorithm 1.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
We conduct experiments on 3 English datasets and
1 Chinese dataset. The English datasets include MR [36]
(movie review), IMDB [37], SST-5 (Stanford Mood Tree
Bank), The Chinese dataset is chinese opinion analysis eval-
uation, COAE2014. The above datasets have been widely
used in sentiment classification tasks, so that the experimental
results have a better evaluation effect. MR is a collection
of English movie reviews. Each sentence is labeled Positive
and Negative according to its emotional category. There are
5331 positive sentences and 5331 negative sentences. IMDB
contains 50,000 datasets from American movie review sta-
tions, which are divided into positive and negative sentiment
categories for sentiment orientation analysis. SST-5 is an
extension of the MR, providing a divided training set, a vali-
dation set, and a test set, with a total of 11855 sentences. The
data labels are divided into five categories: ‘‘very positive’’,
‘‘positive’’, ‘‘neutral’’, ‘‘negative’’, and ‘‘very negative’’.
We trained on the SST sentence-level. We label 6,000 pieces
of data with emotional polarity from COAE, after sorting
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Algorithm 1 AT-MC-BiGRU-Capsule
Input: Sentence matrix S representing the text, training batch

epoch;
Output: The category capsule with the largest activation

probability Pi.
1. for epoch = 1 . . .N do
2. Transform S linearly and divide it intoQ, K, V, and project

it to h subspaces;
3. Calculate the attention value on each subspace to get headi,

and linearly transform to getMulti_head;
4. ConnectMulti_head with S to get X;
5. Perform convolution operation and bidirectional GRU

long-distance encoding on X respectively to obtain
characteristic matrices C and Ht ;

6. Splicing C and Ht to obtain the input matrix H;
7. Perform global average pooling on H to obtain the text

entity feature vector Vs;
8. Perform capsule operation on H to obtain the activation

probabilityPi of the capsule and the reconstruction feature
vector rs,i;

9. Use Pi, Vs, rs,i to calculate loss and update parameters;
10. end.

TABLE 1. Summary statistics for datasets.

3,000 pieces of positive emotion data and 3,000 negative
emotion data are obtained for this experiment. The overview
of each dataset is shown in Table 1.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
The experiment in this paper is based on Pytorch. The English
data set uses 300-dimensional Glove word vector to initialize
the word embedding vector. For words that do not exist in
the dictionary, a uniform distribution U (−ε, ε) is used for
random initialization, where ε is set to 0.05; in order to train
the Chinese word vector in advance, First use the fastHan [38]
tool to segment the text, and then use the large-scale Chinese
Wikipedia data to train the skip-gram model, and the Chinese
word vector dimension is set to 300 dimensions. For the
choice of hyper-parameters, we choose a set of commonly
values, following previous studies [12], [23], [29]. Further-
more, we use Adam as an optimizer and its learning rate
is set to 0.01. The number of multi-head attention layers is
8(h = 8). Formally, some parameters of our method will

be slightly adjusted according to different datasets. These
parameters set for each dataset are shown in Table 2. Finally,
the final classification result is obtained by 30 iterations.

TABLE 2. Hyperparameters used for the capsule network experiments.
fs: Filter size. fn: Number of filters. GRU : Bi-GRU hidden layer unit. b:
Batch size.

B. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON
Experiment with our model AT-MC-BiGRU-Capsule and the
following methods on four different datasets. The baseline
models compared in this article are divided into the fol-
lowing four groups: traditional machine learning methods,
deep learning methods (CNN and RNN), methods combining
language knowledge and models, and capsule methods,
which are introduced as follows:

(1) NBSVM [39]: A variant of Naive Bayes (NB) and
Support Vector Machines (SVM), which is often used as a
baseline method for text classification.

(2) CNN: The convolutional neural network proposed
in [23] uses filters of different sizes to perform convolution
operations on text word vectors, and then after maximum
pooling, it is connected to the fully connected layer for
classification.

(3) Bi-LSTM: It is a variant of LSTM network that com-
bines bidirectional text information to improve classification
accuracy.

(4) MC-CNN-LSTM: The model proposed in [29] uses
multi-channel CNN to extract the n-gram features of the text
as the input of LSTM, effectively capturing the key informa-
tion in the text.

(5) LR-LSTM/LR-Bi-LSTM: The LSTM model based on
language rules proposed in [8] integrates language knowledge
in the model.

(6) NCSL: [9] proposed the use of recurrent neural network
to learn the sentiment value of text. This method is based on a
simple weighted sum model, but requires complex language
knowledge.

(7) Multi-Bi-LSTM: [11] proposed an emotional model
based on a multi-channel bidirectional long-term short-term
memory network. It also requires the model to fully learn
the emotional information in the sentence to achieve the best
model performance.

(8) Capsule-A/Capsule-B: The capsule network proposed
in [16] is applied to text classification tasks.

(9) RNN-Capsule: The sentiment classification capsule
model proposed in [12], compared with the model in this
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of AT-MC-BiGRU-Capsule with baseline model w.r.t precision, recall and
F1 on COAE dataset.

TABLE 3. Comparison of the models on three public datasets. Marked with an asterisk are from the corresponding references.

paper, this model only uses the RNN network to capture text
sequence features.

(10) AT-MC-BiGRU-Capsule: This paper proposes a text
sentiment analysis multi-head attention capsule model com-
bining convolutional neural network and Bi-GRU network.

C. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The model we proposed was compared with the above
11 models on four public datasets. The results are shown
in Table 3 and figure 7:

FromTable 3, AT-MC-BiGRU-Capsule has achieved better
classification results than the baseline model on the Three
datasets. On the MR, the classification accuracy rate of the
model reached 85.3%, on the SST-5, the classification accu-
racy rate reached 50.0%, on the IMDB, the accuracy rate
reached 91.5%.

First of all, for traditional machine learning methods, the
remaining three groups of methods have achieved better
classification results than NBSVM on the MR and IMDB,

which shows that the neural network model has better results
comparedwith traditional methods in sentiment classification
tasks. While, the model classification performance of the
capsule method is much higher than the standard deep learn-
ing models such as CNN, Bi-LSTM, and MC-CNN-LSTM.
It shows that using capsules to represent text emotion fea-
tures in emotion classification tasks preserves more emotion
information and improves the classification performance of
the model. Moreover, the capsule method also shows its com-
petitiveness in the comparison with the model experiment of
fusion of language knowledge.

Second, in the deep learning method, the experimental
performance of MC-CNN-LSTM in all datasets is superior to
CNN and Bi-LSTM, which verifies the necessity of local fea-
ture extraction of integrated convolutional neural network and
Bi-GRU to capture global text information. On the three pub-
licly available datasets, our model is improved by 5.1%, 2.8%
and 2.8% respectively, compared with MC-CNN-LSTM,
indicating that the capsule model uses vector neurons to
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have stronger emotion modeling capabilities. On MR and
SST-5, although deep learning methods incorporating lan-
guage knowledge and emotional resources show good clas-
sification performance compared to other baseline models,
the AT-MC-BiGRU-Capsule model proposed in this paper
is on the movie review MR dataset Compared with the
LR-Bi-LSTM, NSCL, and Multi-Bi-LSTM models, it is
improved by 3.2%, 2.4%, and 3.4% respectively, and it also
shows better classification effects on the multi-classification
dataset. Moreover, LR-Bi-LSTM and NSCL models rely
excessively on language knowledge, such as emotional dic-
tionaries and intensity regularizers. It is worth noting that
constructing such language knowledge requires a lot of man-
ual intervention. The Multi-Bi-LSTM model is more con-
cise than the above two model modeling methods, but it is
still a deep learning model based on language knowledge
and emotional resources, which requires a lot of manpower
and time costs. The model in this paper does not need to
model any language knowledge and emotional resources. The
method of using capsules to model the emotional features
of the text has achieved better classification results than the
deep learning model incorporating language knowledge and
emotional information. The model is more efficient while
reflecting the simplicity of the model.

Finally, in the comparison of capsule methods, the clas-
sification accuracy of RNN-Capsule on the MR is higher
than that of the capsule network Capsule-A and Capsule-B
(1.5%), but the classification performance of the IMDB is
slightly worse than that of Capsule- A. Capsule-B (0.4%).
This is because the IMDB is a long text dataset (average
sentence length is 294), while the MR dataset is a short
text dataset (average sentence length is 20). RNN-Capsule
uses RNN to extract text sequences, and calculates the aver-
age value of hidden features according to the length of the
sentence to obtain the final instance feature representation.
The longer the sentence length, the worse the instantiation
representation of the vector, which cannot better represent the
emotion of the text category affects the final performance of
the model, so RNN-Capsule performs poorly on the IMDB.
The capsule network Capsule-A and Capsule-B use dynamic
routing mechanism to replace the pooling layer to generate
capsules and connect them to the fully connected capsule
layer for classification, and the text length has little effect
on them. The model AT-MC-BiGRU-Capsule proposed in
this paper surpasses RNN-Capsule in the classification accu-
racy of the three datasets, and the classification performance
on the IMDB data set is also higher than the capsule net-
work Capsule-A and Capsule-B, which is effective Verifies
the superiority of integrated convolutional neural network
and Bi-GRU feature extraction, overcomes the limitations of
RNN-Capsule long text vector representation, the efficient
performance shows the robustness and generalization ability
of AT-MC-BiGRU-Capsule.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that compared with the tra-
ditional machine learning method NBSVM, the deep learn-
ing method has an unparalleled advantage in the emotion

FIGURE 8. Test accuracy with dimensional change using MR dataset.

classification performance on the COAE Chinese data set.
MC-CNN-LSTM combines the advantages of CNN and
LSTM, and is superior to traditional CNN and Bi-LSTM
models in various indicators, and also verifies the value and
feasibility of combining convolutional neural networks and
recurrent neural networks. The Multi-Bi-LSTMmodel incor-
porates language knowledge and emotional resources, and
fully learns the emotional information in the sentence. The
experimental performance on the COAE dataset is compared
with the performance of the MC-CNN-LSTM model. It also
reflects the competitiveness, but it requires manual inter-
vention. And feature engineering is often time-consuming
and labor-intensive. RNN-Capsule uses a recurrent neural
network to extract text features and uses vectors as training
objects to retain more text semantic information and enhance
the feature expression capabilities of the model. It also shows
strong classification performance on Chinese dataset. The
proposed model AT-MC-BiGRU-Capsule, adds multi-headed
attention on the basis of RNN-Capsule, selectively paying
attention to the key semantic information in the text, and
modeling the emotion of the text from the local and overall
levels. The feature extraction ability of themodel is enhanced,
and the Precision, Recall, and F1 are 0.6%, 2.0% and 1.3%
higher, respectively, indicating the effectiveness of the model
in this paper.

In this paper, the model introduces the concept of cap-
sule, and uses vector neurons to replace scalar neurons,
which reduces the loss of information and enhances the
model’s emotional modeling ability. Moreover, the learn-
ing in vector units is different from general neural network
models. We conducted experiments on how vector learning
affects model performance on the MR dataset, as shown
in Figure 8. By changing the size of the text vector dimen-
sion and the reconstruction vector dimension in the capsule
model, the change of the model accuracy rate on the test
set is obtained. Experimental results show that the use of
larger-dimensional vectors to represent text emotional fea-
tures will make the model’s classification accuracy higher.
Therefore, when the training object is a vector, its abil-
ity to express the emotional characteristics of the text will
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TABLE 4. Visualization of attention weights.

be enhanced, and various attributes of the text may be
expressed.

In order to show more intuitively that multi-headed atten-
tion can capture emotional words in text and encode word
dependence, this article visually displays the distribution of
attention weights of words in sentences to show important
emotional features in the text. As shown in Table 4, taking
the positive and negative samples in the IMDB data set as
an example, the emotional features of the text are annotated,
where the darker part has a higher weight, and the lighter
color part has a lower weight.

Dynamic word vector Bert [40], [41] has achieved supe-
rior performance on multiple natural language processing
tasks. Compared with static word vectors such as Glove
and Word2vec, Bert can extract the deep contextual fea-
tures of the text, obtain word semantics through two-way
encoding and combine different contexts to overcome the
problem of disambiguation of polysemous words. This paper
uses Bert dynamic word vectors to experiment on IMDB
dataset. In addition, Bert is combined with the model
AT-MC-BiGRU-Capsule in this paper, and comparedwith the
Bert pre-training model SentiBERT proposed in [42] using
sentiment dictionary fine-tuning.

TABLE 5. Accuracy on IMDB dataset, marked with an asterisk are from
the corresponding references.

Due to the largeness and poor reproducibility of the Bert
language model, many researchers use the pre-trained Bert
model to perform fine-calling for downstream tasks. How-
ever, due to the limitation of the length of the input text,
a large number of model parameters also lead to exces-
sive fine-tuning time. Long wait for the question. As shown
in Table 5, the model AT-MC-BiGRU-Capsule in this paper
only uses the glove static word vector for training but

has achieved better classification results than the BERT
model and ULMFIT [43] (LSTM-based pre-training lan-
guage model); After the dynamic word vector is used,
the classification accuracy is increased by 1.2%, which is
0.8% higher than the SentiBERT model. The Bert dynamic
word vector is introduced on the basis of the model in this
paper, and the performance can be further improved, which
also verifies the effectiveness of the AT-MC-BiGRU-Capsule
model.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a multi-head attention capsule model
combining convolutional neural network and bidirectional
GRU for text sentiment classification tasks. The multi-head
attention encode word dependencies, and use convolution
kernels of different sizes to collect local features of the word
vector matrix while using Bi-GRU to extract global features
of the text sequence, enter the global average pooling layer for
feature fusion and use it as the input of the emotion capsule,
combined with attention mechanism for generating vector
feature a higher level of representation, emotion modeling
of text. Experimental comparison of the model on different
datasets shows that the convolutional neural network can
effectively capture the local features in the text to reduce
information loss. The bidirectional GRU traverses the entire
text sequence to extract global semantic features, and after
global average pooling Layer fusion obtains the feature rep-
resentation of different levels of the text. In addition, this
method does not require any fusion of linguistic knowledge,
and its accuracy on sentiment classification tasks is further
improved compared to other capsule models.

In the future, we can consider the improvement of the
internal mechanism of the emotional capsule, such as the
optimization of the attention mechanism; at the same time,
enhance the feature fusion ability, so that the vector can better
represent the emotional features, and improve the stability
and efficiency of the mode.
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